The Bronx Digital Equity One Year Anniversary

**2020**
- **MARCH**: Schools are closed
- **APRIL**: First meeting of the Education, Connectivity and Tech vertical for Bronx Community Relief Effort with THE POINT, TKH, MetaBronx, DIIT, DreamYard, Per Scholas and Here to Here
- **MAY**: Google Creative Lab, Urban Wild, NYPL, CS4All, Bronx Documentary Center and Lehman join
- **JUNE**: Grants are given from BX Foundation
- **JULY**: Summer Mesh at THE POINT - with DY and Lehman participants too
- **AUGUST**: Per Scholas starts development of Community IT Support Desk
- **SEPTEMBER**: TKH and other BX orgs host 100s of virtual internships
- **OCTOBER**: BDC and DY launch Lending Libraries
- **NOVEMBER**: Whole group works on shared principles, mission, vision and drafting goals
- **DECEMBER**: DY Summer Gallery

**2021**
- **JANUARY**: SBRT starts Education Policy working group
- **FEBRUARY**: Preparing for Coalition to become its own entity
- **MARCH**: Ideas for the future...

**Ideas for the future...**
- Matt rides 100 miles to raise $5 for BCRE
- Christina Samuels advocating for tech equity on BronxNet
- Christina advocating for tech equity on BronxNet
- Exploring partnership options with ISPs and the City (RFP)
- #SaveSYEP
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